
I am here after a long break ..Could not able to update my recipes for the past 1 1/2 years ..But still I am getting a warm support from my dear reader 
friends..Thanks a lot for that ..Today I am with a very very simple recipe but of course yummy d crunchy..A  Sadya cant be complete with out this ..Yea going to 
present the preparation of ethakka upperi though its very simple to make :) So wish all my dear friends a very very HAPPY ONAM  :) 

Ingredients 

Raw banana -6 

Salt-4 tsp 

Turmeric powder-1tsp

Coconut Oil-for frying

Method 

Remove the outer skin of each banana .

Put the bananas in to turmeric water for 15 minutes.

Then take out the bananas and scrub the outer side and wash in cool water to remove the stickiness ..

Wipe them with a clean cloth and keep aside ..

In between dissolve salt into 1/4 cup of water and keep it aside..

Heat the coconut oil in high flame ..

When done slice each banana using a slicer  directly into the oil .

Make sure that all the pieces are even .

Put one or two bananas with out overcrowding.

Stir occasionally  to flip them and keep them from sticking ..

In the beginning u can see some bubbles coming ..

Lower the flame when the bubbles completely disappears.

When these chips turns little crunchy increase the flame and  add 1 tsp of salt water in to the oil and stir well by standing bit far away !!!..

After 2 minutes or until it becomes golden yellow colour sieve them out and keep it in a flat plate lined with kitchen tissue  to absorb the excess oil..

After some time transfer the yummy chips to a tight container ..

Do the same procedure with the rest of the bananas except  the change in the amount of salt water ..

After first trip reduce the amount of salt water to 1/4 tsp as salt is already present in the oil..

( The most important part in this preparation the temperature of the oil..If the temperature of the oil is less then the chips will absorb the oil and it will be a mess and at the same time if the 
temperature is too high then the chips will get burn )

So enjoy ur sadya with this tasty home made chips .. 

love 

:)

Veena

So enjoy ur Sadya with tasty 


